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Abstract

Mobile Emergency Cooling System for Decay Heat
Removal

Habre Hissein Koty

This master thesis has been conducted at Forsmark nuclear power plant. In nuclear
power plants, safety is one of the most important tasks. After the Fukushima-accident,
Forsmarks Kraftgrupp AB investigated the possibility to have additional emergency
cooling systems. This thesis aims to investigate the use of cooling towers as mobile
emergency cooling system for decay heat removal for the nuclear reactors at
Forsmark NPP.

The advantages and disadvantages of different cooling tower types were looked at. To
achieve mobility, some restraints were considered such as dimensions and weight. In
the design of cooling towers, experimental values are used. As these crucial data are
missing, a backfitting from actual designs was done to derivate the missing data.

The results of this thesis show that wet cooling towers are in this case more effective
than dry cooling towers. The wet cooling towers cover in the best scenario up to 38
MW which is 10 times higher than what can be achieved with the dry cooling tower.
That covers the maximal decay heat released in the reactor F3 12 hours after a
shutdown.
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Sammanfattning 

Detta examensarbete har utförts hos Forsmarks Kraftgrupp AB. Syftet har varit att 

dimensionera ett mobilt kylsystem för att kunna kyla bort resteffekten från reaktorhärden och 

bränslebassängerna vid händelser där de befintliga nödkylsystemen vid anläggningen har 

slutat fungera eller det inte finns tillgång till havsvatten. 

Forsmarks kärnkraftsanläggningen har tre kokarvattenreaktorer. Reaktorn nummer 3 (F3) har 

en termisk effekt på 3300 MW, den högsta termiska effekten av alla tre reaktorer. F3 ger den 

maximala resteffekten. Resteffekten är som högst den stunden reaktorn stoppas; sedan 

minskar resteffekten med tiden. 

I detta arbete har det undersökts våta och torra kyltorn som lösning. Kyltorn kan vara relativt 

små och de förbrukar lite vatten eller inget alls beroende på typen. Olika typer av kyltorn har 

utforskat för att hitta de lämpligaste för den användningen. Luft används som kylmedium i 

kyltorn. I torra kyltorn kommer inte luften i direkt kontakt med vattnet som kyls. I våta 

kyltorn blandas vattnet som kyls med luften, en del av vattnet förångas vilket gör 

kylprocessen effektivare. 

Eftersom systemet ska kunna vara mobilt, finns det begränsningar på dimensionerna och vikt. 

Kyltornen ska rymmas på en lastbil och inte vara för tungt på grund av transportregler. 

Beräkningar har gjorts för olika areor upp till 39 m2 som är den maximala. 

För att dimensionera kyltorn behövs det vissa data. Väderdata har fåtts från Forsmarks 

Kraftgrupp AB och SMHI-mätningar. Experimentella data specifika för kyltorn saknas. Dessa 

data har räknats ut med backfitting från verklig design och sedan använts i beräkningarna. 

Matlab-programmet har använts för att räkna i detta examensarbete. Det har skrivits koder för 

att räkna höjden på kyltornet för olika temperaturer på vattnet in och ut, och utetemperaturer. I 

beräkningarna för våta kyltorn har det tagits hänsyn till fuktigheten. 

Resultaten visar att torra kyltorn har som högst en kyleffekt på 3,35 MW för de givna 

parametrarna och förhållandena. De våta kyltornen kan kyla ner upp till 38 MW i de bästa 

fallen. Detta täcker resteffekten 12 timmar efter reaktorn F3 har stoppats. Eftersom det saknas 

data krävs det ytterligare studier när data som saknas finnes. 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

Sedan det första kommersiella kärnkraftverket byggdes år 1954 i Obninsk i dåvarande 

Sovjetunionen har mer än 600 reaktorer uppförts runt i världen. Ungefär 450 av dessa är 

fortfarande i drift, och fler än 60 reaktorer är under konstruktion. Kärnkraft är ett relativt 

billigt sätt att producera stora mängder elektricitet. 

Medan kärnkraften ökar i världen minskar den i Sverige som led i planerad avveckling. Trots 

det är andelen el producerad från kärnkraft fortfarande stor. År 2016 levererade svenska 

kärnkraftverk över 60 terawattimmar el. Det motsvarade 40 procent av landets elproduktion 

det året. I Sverige minskar kärnkraften på grund av den planerade avvecklingen. År 1980 

organiserades en folkomröstning för att avgöra kärnkraftens framtid i riket; den resulterade i 

att kärnkraften skulle fasas ut och att ingen ny reaktor skulle byggas. Beslutet om 

folkomröstningen fattades efter Harrisburgolyckan som skedde 1979 i USA. Till följd av 

olyckan har alla kärnkraftverk tänkt om kring säkerheten, uppgraderat sina rutiner och vidtagit 

nya åtgärder. 

Cirka 30 år senare skulle Fukushima-olyckan skaka kärnkraftsvärlden en gång till. Frågan om 

hur säkra kärnkraftverken kan vara ställs ännu en gång. Efter olyckan i Fukushima har EU 

bestämt sig att utföra stresstester på alla europeiska kärnkraftverk. Alla svenska kärnkraftverk 

måste implementera ett system för oberoende härdkylning. På Forsmark har man designat ett 

system som lagrar vatten som används när det inte finns tillgång till havsvatten. Numera finns 

det också dieseldrivna generatorer som ska användas om det inte finns tillgång till elektricitet 

från elnätet vid anläggningen. 

När det händer en olycka stoppas kärnreaktorn omedelbart; dock fortsätter reaktorn att frigöra 

en stor mängd värme på grund av resteffekten. Detta examensarbete syftar till att undersöka 

mobila kyltorn som alternativa kylsystem för bränslebassängerna och reaktorhärden i fall en 

olycka sker och inget av de befintliga backupsystemen för härdkylning är användbart. Det 

mobila kylsystemet lagras av säkerhetsskäl någon annanstans säkrare och tas till Forsmark vid 

behov. 

Kyltorn används i kärnkraftssammanhang för att kyla bort värme. De används mest när det 

inte finns tillgång tillräckligt mycket vatten. Dessa kyltorn har stora dimensioner. De kan nå 

upp till 200 meters höjd och ha en diameter upp till 100 meter. Kyltornen använder sig av 

evaporationsprincipen för att kyla bort värme från en vätska. I tornet sprutas vatten med hjälp 

av sprinkler vid en viss höjd. Samtidigt blåses det luft från botten av tornet. Luften som 

strömmar uppåt absorberar en liten del av vattnet. Då det absorberade vattnet ändrar tillstånd 

från vätska till gas behövs det energi. Den energin tas från vattnet och på så sätt kyls vattnet i 

tornet. 

Arbetet visar att mekaniska våta kyltorn, det vill säga kyltorn som använder fläktar för att 

cirkulera luften genom tornet och som har vatten som sprejas, har en bättre kyleffekt än torra 

kyltorn (ingen evaporation). De är också mycket mindre än icke mekaniska kyltorn. Det är 

också gynnsamt att ha ett motströmflöde i designen. Den bästa designen har upp till 38 MW i 

kyleffekt.  
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Glossary 

Air flow rate 𝐺 kg/s 

Air temperature  𝑇𝑎 °C 

Air temperature differential  𝑑𝑡𝑎 °C 

Average enthalpy of local air stream 𝐻𝑎 kJ/kg 

Convective heat transfer coefficient  𝑈 kW/m2K 

Decay heat 𝑃𝑑 MW 

Enthalpy of air  ℎ𝑎 kJ/kg 

Enthalpy of saturated air at local water temperature ℎ𝑎,𝑠 kJ/kg 

Enthalpy of water vapor  ℎ𝑣 kJ/kg 

Heat capacity of the cold fluid  𝐶𝑘 kJ/(kg*K) 

Heat capacity of the hot fluid  𝐶𝑣 kJ/(kg*K) 

Heat capacity of water  𝐶𝑤 kJ/(kg*K) 

Heat load 𝑄 kW 

Heat lost by the water  𝑄𝑤 kW 

Heat transfer coefficient 𝐾 kW/(m2*K) 

Heat transfer to the air  𝑄𝑎 kW 

Height differential  𝑑𝑧 m 

Inlet water temperature of the dry cooling tower 𝑡𝑣 °C 

Length of the packed fill  𝑙 m 

Mass transfer coefficient 𝑘 kg/m2s  

Number of decks  𝐷 - 

Operation time 𝑡 s 

Outlet water temperature of the dry cooling tower 𝑡𝑘 °C 

Packed height  𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 m 

Reactor power 𝑃𝑜 MW 

Specific heat of air  𝐶𝑎 kJ/(kg*K) 

Surface area per unit volume 𝑎 m-1 

Temperature of water in 𝑇𝑤,𝑖 °C 



Temperature of water out 𝑇𝑤,𝑜  °C 

Time after shutdown 𝑇 s 

Transfer surface area 𝐴 m2 

Vertical spacing between the decks  𝑉𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 in 

Volume of the packing 𝑉 m3 

Water flow rate 𝐿 kg/s 

Water temperature  𝑇𝑤 °C 

Water temperature differential  𝑑𝑡𝑤 °C 

Width of the fill  𝑏 m 
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1  Introduction 
1.1 Background 
On 11th of March 2011, a severe accident happened at Fukushima. An earthquake hit Tohoku. 

(P.Hayes, o.a., 2017) As the electrical grid at Fukushima was damaged, the reactors in use at 

Onawa, Fukushima Daini and Daiichi and Tokai 2 were immediately shut down. (JAIF, 2011) 

After almost an hour, a tsunami inundated the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant (NPP). 

The backup generators fuel stock was destroyed, and the emergency cooling stopped working. 

(JAIF, 2011) 

In less than two hours, two major natural disasters ravaged the Fukushima Daiichi NPP, 

which caused a cascade of events the following days. The accident was categorized as a major 

accident, level 7 on the “International Nuclear Event Scale”. (World Nuclear News, 2011) 

In response to the nuclear accident, the European Union set up an independent commission in 

order to check the robustness of the reactors in the EU considering the events that occurred at 

Fukushima and the lessons learned from them. The tests were extended to Ukraine and 

Switzerland in agreement with the respective countries. 132 reactors on 58 sites were “stress-

tested”. 

At national level, the Swedish Radiation Safety Authority (SSM) came up with similar 

measures. There are eight operating nuclear reactors in Sweden (KSU, 2005); three of the 

eight reactors are located at Forsmark NPP. Forsmarks Kraftgrupp AB (FKA) did the stress-

tests to check the robustness of the reactors. In its assessment of the stress tests results, one of 

the requirements from the SSM is the implementation of a diversified and autonomous reactor 

core cooling system. (Wallin, 2012) A project, Forsmarks Säkerthetshöjning (FoSH), was 

then initiated in order to increase the safety during normal operation and to implement 

independent emergency cooling systems for the reactor core and the spent fuel pools. The 

overall safety was recorded as good. 

The commission stated that a lesson learned from the Fukushima accident is that “reactors 

must be protected even against accidents which have been assessed as highly improbable.” 

(European Commission, 2012) According to the communication from the commission, the 

accident in Fukushima is partly due to “insufficient backup systems, human error, inadequate 

contingency plans and poor communication.” After getting the results from the stress-tested 

nuclear power plants, the commission recommended the following measures in its report to 

the council and European parliament (European Commission, 2012): 

- “additional mobile equipment to prevent or mitigate severe accidents;” 

- “the installation of hardened fixed equipment;” 

- “the improvement of severe accident management together with staff training.” 
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At Forsmark, a new backup system for core cooling, called “Oberoende Härdkylning” (OBH), 

is designed to manage an extended loss of AC power (ELAP) and a loss of normal access to 

ultimate heat sink (LUHS) up to 72 hours. 

In the early stages of the project, there were different suggestions for possible solutions. One 

of those solutions was the use of cooling towers for removal of decay heat. Cooling towers 

has not been chosen as a part of the final solution (OBH) at Forsmark, however it has been 

applied successfully at other European NPPs. (Tarkiainen, Hyrsky, Paavola, & Teräsvirta, 

2015) 

1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate and dimension a mobile cooling tower for FKA.  

To fulfil this, different cooling tower technologies will be investigated in order to determine 

which one is the most suitable for Forsmark NPP. A cooling tower of the suitable technology 

will be sized to be transportable and its cooling capacity will be investigated and compared to 

the cooling demand of Forsmark NPP at the scenarios (ELAP, LUHS). This work will 

consider the decay heat removal from the core in the reactor vessel and the decay heat from 

the spent fuel pools. Those two heat sources are the dimensioning cases to determine the 

required cooling capacity for the cooling tower. 

The different cooling tower solutions will be evaluated based on the following aspects: 

- the cooling capacity for different sizes; 

- the need of power supply or other resources if needed; 

- the size and weight of the tower (if the tower could be easily transportable) 

When the most suitable cooling tower solution has been chosen the size and the cooling 

capacity of the tower will be calculated. 

1.3 Limitations 
In this work, it is assumed that there are available connection points at the NPP. It is also 

assumed that there is a power supply and a water source that can be used if needed. Those 

areas will not be further investigated and discussed in this thesis. 

The reactors at Forsmark are of the boiling water reactor (BWR) type, therefore only BWRs 

are considered in the report. 

The postulated environmental and meteorological conditions at Forsmark are taken into 

consideration. The performance of cooling towers is strongly dependent of the ambient air 

wet bulb temperature; therefore, the air temperature is an important parameter when sizing a 

cooling tower. 

The task is to design a mobile cooling tower.  Because of that, the constraints of the maximum 

allowed width, length and height for truck on roads for normal transportation are considered 

as important parameters not to be exceeded. 
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1.4 Layout 
In the chapter 2, nuclear fission and radioactivity are briefly explained to give some tools to 

the understanding of the reactions that happens in nuclear reactors. The third chapter focuses 

on the nuclear reactions that occurs in nuclear reactors, the nuclear fuels, the heat produced 

and the control of the nuclear reactions. 

Chapter 4 gives a view on how a nuclear power plant (in this case, a Boiling Water Reactor) 

operates and depicts some important elements of a nuclear power plant. Chapter 5 gives a 

description of the cooling demands of different parts of the plant during different situations. In 

chapter 6, different cooling systems are introduced; in chapter 7, cooling towers are detailed 

further, and the theory of cooling towers is explained in chapter 8. The transportation of the 

cooling tower is analysed in chapter 9. Chapter 10 and 11 are about the methods used 

respectively the obtained results. The results are discussed in chapter 12, and chapter 13 is the 

conclusion. 
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2 Nuclear Reactions 
2.1 Nuclear Fission 
A fission reaction is a nuclear reaction where a nucleus divides into two lighter nuclei with 

high kinetic energies whilst emitting neutrons and photons. A fission reaction releases a huge 

amount of energy. The new nuclei are called fission products; and they are always 

radioactive. (Anglart, 2011) 

A fission reaction is often triggered by bombarding an unstable nucleus with neutrons at the 

right speed; this is called an induced fission. This process is used in nuclear power plants. 

Most of the bombarded nuclei goes into a fission reaction (a minority of the nuclei absorb the 

neutron in a process called neutron capture). When fission occurs without the nucleus being 

hit by a neutron, it is called spontaneous fission. 

2.2 Radioactive Decay 
Chemical elements have isotopes; the isotopes have the same number of protons but different 

number of neutrons in the nucleus. Some of the isotopes are unstable. To achieve stability, the 

isotope spontaneously decays by emitting radiation as α-, β-particle or a γ ray. That is done in 

one or several steps until a stable isotope is reached. 
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3 Nuclear Reactors  
3.1 Fission Heat 
In nuclear reactors, fissile elements are used in the form of fuel rods to produce heat. The fuel 

is made of Uranium-235 (U-235) and Uranium-238 (U-238). Natural uranium ore contains on 

average 0.7 % U-235 while the rest is U-238. For nuclear fuel in light water reactors 

Uranium-235 is enriched to 2-4% and acts as the primary fissile element. When neutrons 

collide with uranium nuclei in the fuel rods, fission reactions are caused. The nucleus splits to 

smaller nuclei along with a few neutrons. Energy is released in the form of heat (due to 

friction) and gamma rays. The amount of heat produced is huge compared to the heat released 

from non-nuclear reactions. Therefore, the fuel rods reach high temperatures. The heat 

produced in the fuel itself is about 180 Mev of 190 Mev per fission; that is approximatively 

95 % of the total heat produced in the reactor. (ncsu.edu) The heat is transferred to a coolant 

through conduction and convection. The coolant helps to cool the fuel rods and make sure that 

the fuel pellets and the cladding are kept at acceptable temperatures. 

U-238 can capture a neutron to become U-239, which decays into Plutonium-239 (Pu-239). 

Pu-239 also is a fissile element and a part of the fissions in the reactor comes from Pu-239. As 

the nuclear fuel is used, the percentage of fissions from the U-235 decreases and the 

percentage of fissions from Pu-239 increases as more Pu-239 is formed by neutron capture 

(see Figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1 - Source of fissions in the reactor (KSU, 2005) 

During the fission reaction, the emitted neutrons (normally two or three) have a high speed. 

(KSU, 2005) They are slowed down by a moderator until they become thermal neutrons. The 

moderator is usually water (Swedish NPPs) and sometimes graphite. The thermal neutrons are 

at the right energy level to cause new fissions when they collide with the fuel causing more 
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fission reactions (and neutron capture in few cases). When each nuclear reaction triggers one 

or more new nuclear reactions; then that is called a chain reaction. Criticality is then defined 

as the state where a nuclear chain reaction sustains itself. Each fission event causes one 

fission so that the reaction keeps going with neither increase nor decrease. To evaluate 

criticality, the effective neutron multiplication factor (keff) is defined as the number of 

neutrons in one generation divided by the number of neutrons in the preceding generation. 

The chain reaction is critical when keff is equal to unity. During operation, when the reactor 

power is constant, the effective neutron multiplication factor is equal to 1. If keff is greater than 

1, the reaction is supercritical and if keff is less than 1, the reaction is called subcritical. 

In reactors where water is used as moderator, the kinetic energy of the neutrons that are slow 

downed is transformed to heat; but the generated heat due to that process in the coolant is 

much lower that the heat generated in the fuel rods. It is shown in Figure 2 that 97.5 % of the 

heat is generated in the fuel rods and 2.5 % in the water. 94 % of the heat in the fuel rods is 

produced when the fuel undergoes fission and 6-7 % is released when the fission products 

undergo radioactive decays. 

 

 

Figure 2 - Source of heat in the reactor vessel (Nuclear-power.net, u.d.) 

The fission reactions have to be controlled in order to be able to have a controlled chain 

reaction and keep the process at a steady level. Several ways to control the reactions are used 

in NPPs. In BWRs, two common ways are the use of control rods and the variation of the 

moderator coolant flow. The control rods are often made of boron carbide. (Pershagen, 1996) 

Boron has the ability to absorb neutrons without undergoing a fission reaction. The control 

rods are inserted to reduce criticality and pulled to increase it. In a nuclear reactor, there are 
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other factors that influence criticality; they are the fuel temperature and the void effect. Hot 

fuel is less reactive than cold fuel. When the reactor power is increased by partially retracting 

control rods, the temperature increase in the fuel causes a reduction of the criticality that 

counteracts the power increase. At the same time, due to the power increase, more steam is 

produced in the moderator; the void coefficient augments and as it negatively affects the 

moderation capacity of water, the criticality decreases. The reactor is designed with that 

negative feedback in order to have a stable system and a better control. 

When there is an accident or the need for the chain reactions to be completely stopped, the 

control rods are quickly inserted into the reactor core. (Pershagen, 1996) The neutrons are 

absorbed into the rods and the multiplication factor becomes less than 1. The emergency 

shutdown is called a scram. The fission reactions are stopped; however, the radioactive decay 

reactions continue. 

3.2 Decay Heat 
For each fission reaction, two smaller fragments are produced. These residual products are 

unstable and sooner or later they will decay into stable isotopes and during the process, heat is 

released. Often the decay happens in several steps. 

During normal operation, the decay of fission fragments generates up to 6-7 % of the total 

heat production in the reactor but when the reactor is shut down, the heat produced by the 

decay of fission products is the main source of heat in the core and it is called decay heat. As 

those reactions cannot be stopped, the decay heat must be removed in order to avoid 

overheating of the fuel leading to greater consequences. 

 

Figure 3 - Decay heat (KSU, 2005) 
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Figure 3 shows principally how the decay heat evolves in time. The decay heat is a function 

of time after the shutdown, the reactor power, the operating time, the nuclear fuel and the 

depletion degree of the fuel. The decay heat decreases with time. During normal operation, 

due to the nuclear reactions a lot of radioactive products are created. When the fission 

reactions just start, the amount of fission products is low; it increases in time to reach a 

maximum. As the fission products have different half-lives, the short-lived products decay 

faster and in time only the radioactive products that have a longer half-life remain. That 

explains the shape of the curve of the decay heat. The decay heat is evaluated approximatively 

with the Wigner-Way formula: 

𝑃𝑑 = 0.622 𝑃𝑜(𝑡−0.2 − (𝑇 + 𝑡)−0.2)  (Ragheb, 2014) 

where 𝑇 is the operating time, 𝑡 is the time after shutdown and 𝑃𝑜 is the reactor power 

The exact composition of the fuel is not taken into consideration in this equation, but it gives 

a good approximation of the overall development. 

Once a year, spent fuel is removed from the reactor core. The operation is stopped, the fuel is 

left few days in the reactor until the decay is relatively low then it is moved to the fuel pool. 

There is also older spent fuel in the pool. The decay heat is by then significantly low in 

relation to the decay heat of the core of a newly stopped reactor; therefore, it is assumed in 

this paper that the cooling demand of the fuel pool is covered by the reactor core cooling 

demand. 
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4 Nuclear Power Plants  
The most common way to produce electricity is to drive a generator. The generator needs 

torque to produce electricity; therefore, it has its shaft connected to a turbine which converts 

energy from a given source into mechanical energy. That source could be a waterfall, wind or 

steam at high pressure. In the case of NPPs, it is steam at high pressure. The difference 

between an NPP and any other thermal power plant is how the steam is produced. 

There are different reactor technologies depending on the coolant, the moderator and the 

medium that is used to transfer the heat from the reactions to the turbines. At Forsmark, water 

is coolant and moderator. The water is boiled inside the reactor; therefore, it is called a boiling 

water reactor (BWR). 

4.1 Boiling Water Reactor 
A BWR is a single-loop system. The coolant, which is water, circulates in a closed loop in the 

different components of the system. (Anglart, 2011)  A schematic of a BWR is shown in 

Figure 4 below. 

 

Figure 4 - Schematic of a BWR (Anglart, 2011) 

The main recirculation pumps can either be external or internal. In the figure above, the 

reactor recirculation pumps are external. At Forsmark, all three reactors have internal main 

recirculation pumps.  

As it is shown in Figure 4, in NPPs, water at high pressure is boiled producing steam. The 

water is boiled directly in the reactor. The steam is dried and collected at the top of the reactor 

and it is lead through steam lines to a system of turbines. The turbines transform the thermal 

energy of the steam to mechanical energy. The turbines are usually connected on the same 

shaft. The first turbine is a high-pressure turbine. The steam expands, its temperature and 

pressure drop. The volume increases. About 40 % of the usable energy is extracted at the 

high-pressure turbine. (Pershagen, 1996) 
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Downstream the high-pressure turbine, the moisture is removed, and the steam is reheated. 

Then it expands through the low-pressure turbines. Because of the increasing volume at this 

level of the process the turbines are bigger and often multiple. The temperature of the steam 

and the pressure drop even more. 

A generator that is normally set on the same shaft with the turbines transforms the mechanical 

energy delivered by the turbines to electrical energy. 

During normal operation, a part of the heat produced by the reactor is removed at turbines 

stage and the rest in the condenser. The steam flowing out from the turbines is cooled down to 

liquid state in a condenser. The condensed steam is preheated and then pumped back to the 

reactor as feed water. The condenser is the principal heat sink during normal operation. 

4.2 Safety barriers 
Nuclear power plants are subject to high safety standards. The radioactivity must be 

contained, and leakage restrained. There are multiple safety barriers that prevent uncontrolled 

release of fission products from the reactor. (American Nuclear Society, 2009) The first 

barrier is fuel itself, then the cladding tubes. The third barrier is the reactor pressure vessel 

and the coolant system. The following barrier is the containment. 

4.2.1 The fuel rod cladding 

A fuel rod contains the fuel and may contain non-fuel material (inert gas, spring). The rods 

are made of a zircalloy. The zircalloy rods encapsulate the fuel and protect from the release of 

radioactive material. The fuel rods are put together in a matrix that is called fuel assembly. 

(American Nuclear Society, 2009) 

4.2.2 The reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) 

The RCPB extends from the pressure vessel which surrounds the reactor core and prevents 

from the release of radioactive material to the outermost containment isolation valve in the 

main steam and feedwater piping. It comprises all the pumps, piping and valves that are parts 

of the reactor coolant system, that are connected to the reactor coolant system or that could 

affect the pressure in the vessel (reactor coolant system safety and relief valves). (American 

Nuclear Society, 2009)  

4.2.3 Containment  

Reactor vessels in NPPs are confined in containment. The containment works as a support to 

the reactor tank and the spent fuel pool. The containment prevents leakage of radioactive 

elements and radiation to the surrounding, acting as barrier after the RCPB; it allows to 

control and contain the released steam in case of a pipe break. (American Nuclear Society, 

2009) The containment works as a heat sink too; the pressure-suppression pool located in the 

containment is used as a buffer for the decay heat in case of a pipe break and when the 

condenser cannot be used. 
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Figure 5 - Schematic of the containment (Forsmark AB) 

4.3 Pressure-suppression Pool 
In the containment, there are two parts; the drywell, where the reactor vessel is located and 

the wet-well. The wet-well contains a pressure-suppression pool. The drywell and the wet-

well are connected by pipes that debouch in the water of the pressure-suppression pool. 

(Pershagen, 1996) When the pressure in the reactor vessel is too high, steam from the reactor 

is released below the surface of the water to the pressure-suppression pool. The steam 

condenses in the wet-well; the pressure in the reactor vessel is reduced. In case of a pipe break 

in the containment, the same principle is used to limit the pressure and temperature in the 

containment. Steam and water that is released from the break location is transferred to the 

pressure-suppression pool through the pipes that connect the drywell and the pressure-

suppression pool. Due to the pressure suppression design, the BWR containments are much 

smaller in size in comparison to PWR containments. 

4.4 Spent Fuel Pool 
The spent fuel from the reactor is stored in pools located commonly above the reactor vessel, 

which is the case at Forsmark. The removed fuel from the reactor core is radioactive and the 

fission products undergo radioactive decay producing heat. The spent fuel is stored in pools 

the first years after its removal from the reactor core. When its decay heat is low enough, the 

spent fuel is moved to a different storage. The pool is continuously cooled to avoid that the 

water boils off and possibly releasing radioactive elements. 
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5 Cooling Demand  
The cooling demand at an NPP varies depending on the situation. It is necessary to 

continuously cool the reactor core and to keep its temperature at a safe level. During normal 

operation, the reactor core is cooled by the surrounding water. The water that gets heated is 

cooled in the condenser downstream the turbines.  

There is also the need to cool pumps, the reactor containment, different rooms and buildings 

and other elements of the process. 

When there is an event such as an ELAP or a LUHS, there is a higher focus on the safety 

barriers due to safety reasons. Radioactive leakage must be prevented. The reactor is shut 

down; i.e. the chain reaction is stopped. The most important task thereafter is to keep the 

reactor core cooled preventing overheating by securing the removal of the decay heat and 

avoiding core meltdown. (KSU) At the same time, radioactive material has to be kept inside 

the power plant. During such event, the priority is to cool down the reactor core, the spent fuel 

pools, the safety system used to cool them such as pumps, generators, fans and the control 

room. (KSU, 2005) 

Directly after shutdown, the reactor water is at 286 ºC and the temperature has to be reduced 

to below 100 ºC (a requirement from SSM) to enable safe shutdown condition meaning that 

the reactor is in a safe state. If that has to be achieved within 5 hours, it will require a cooling 

capacity of around 23 MW (KSU, 2007). Also, the decay heat of 6-7 % of the reactor thermal 

power just after the reactor being stopped has to be transported away from the fuel. The decay 

heat decreases to about 1 % after one hour. (KSU, 2005). 

5.1 Decay Heat Evaluation at Forsmark 
Ans79 is a standard used at Forsmark to evaluate the decay heat as percentage of the reactor 

power; the time dependent decay heat is calculated through a script in Matlab. This function is 

used to derive the decay heat curve. The function requests only the time after the stop at 

which the decay heat is to be evaluated. As explained previously (section 3.2), the decay heat 

is a function of amongst others the operation time and the time after insertion of the control 

rods. In Ans79, the derived decay heat curve is the highest possible of the different operation 

times and core combinations. 

At Forsmark, the reactor number 3 (F3) has the highest thermal power of all three reactors 

(3300 MW). The decay heat plot from the Matlab script is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 - Decay heat of F3 using Ans79 
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6 Cooling Systems 
All units at Forsmark use water as cooling medium. Water is used in two different steps. In 

the first one as the coolant, water is used to transport the heat from the reactor to the turbines. 

It goes through the condenser and is then pumped back to the reactor. The same water is 

recirculated; it is a closed loop. In the second step, water from the sea is used to cool down the 

coolant in the closed loop through heat exchangers in the condenser. That can be achieved in 

different ways. 

In general, there are three different ways to remove heat from different parts of a power plant. 

Direct or once-through cooling; if the power plant is located close to the sea or has 

relatively unlimited access to water source, water is pumped from the source to the condenser. 

In the condenser, heat is transferred to the water. The water is then released into the source at 

a different location a few degrees warmer. That is the case at Forsmark’s NPP.  

Recirculating or indirect cooling; when there is not enough water available or if there is any 

other factor limiting the usage of water, then cooling towers or other cooling systems 

requiring less water can be used. A small part of water is evaporated. The evaporation process 

cools the water which is then reused. However, the amount of water that is evaporated need to 

be compensated. 

Dry cooling; few power plants use only air as cooling medium without evaporation. It 

requires a closed loop and natural or forced convection. Natural convection is achieved by 

constructing a tower; due to the chimney effect, the heated air moves upward and exits at the 

top. Cool air enters at the bottom of the tower because of the low pressure. To increase the air 

flow, fans are used; in this case it is a forced convection. Dry cooling is not as effective as the 

two mentioned above system solutions. 

NPPs are flexible enough when it comes to location as the logistic of nuclear fuel is not the 

main concern. Therefore, there is more focus on the availability of an effective cooling 

medium to ensure a well-functioning nuclear power plant and the availability of an exclusion 

zone in order to separate the public from the potential harmful effects. 
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7 Cooling Towers  
Sea is the ordinary heat sink at Forsmark’s NPP. However, numerous events such as algae, oil 

spills, frazil ice, high water level or extreme winds can lead to a situation where water from 

the sea cannot be used. (Tarkiainen, Hyrsky, Paavola, & Teräsvirta, 2015) Since the NPP 

should have access to another heat sink in case of LUHS, air is a potential heat sink. In that 

situation, cooling towers are used. That is the case at Loviisa NPP in Finland. (Tarkiainen, 

Hyrsky, Paavola, & Teräsvirta, 2015) 

There are different types of cooling towers. They are categorized by the use of fans or not, by 

the positions of the fan if any is used and by the direction of the incoming air. The cooling 

towers that do not use any fans are called natural draft cooling towers. The ones that use one 

fan or more to increase the air flow through the tower are categorized as mechanical draft 

cooling towers. There are two types of mechanical draft cooling towers, the induced draft type 

and the forced draft type. Another important characteristic is how the air enters in contact 

with the water.  There are counter-flow and crossflow types. When water is in contact with 

the air, the cooling tower is called a wet cooling tower. In absence of contact between the 

fluids, the tower is called a dry cooling tower. 

7.1 Dry Cooling Towers 
In dry cooling towers, the fluid to cool does not mix with the coolant. The surface of the heat 

exchanger separates the two fluids; there is no material exchange, but only heat exchange. 

The fluid to cool circulates in a closed loop. In dry cooling towers, air is used as coolant, 

taking advantage of the convective heat transfer. Due to the low thermal transfer capacity of 

air, the system is not efficient. 

7.2 Wet Cooling Towers 
Wet cooling towers work on the principle of evaporative cooling. Water is sprayed at the top 

of the tower; while the droplets fall, the water at the surface of the drops evaporates when the 

local air is not saturated. That process of evaporation requires heat, which is extracted from 

the water. In wet cooling tower, some components such as packed fills, drift eliminators and 

nozzles can be used to ameliorate the evaporation, to reduce the water losses or to increase the 

exchange surface. 

7.3 Natural Draft Cooling Towers 
The natural draft cooling tower uses the principle that warm air moves upward. The air enters 

in contact with the water at the bottom of the tower. The air is heated, and then it moves 

upwards while being continuously heated until it rises above the heat exchanger in the case of 

dry cooling towers and above the sprinklers in the case of wet cooling towers. Sprinklers are 

used to spray the water that has to be cooled over the fill. A fill is a component of cooling 

towers that is used to increase the contact surface between the air and the water; that 

facilitates the evaporation of the water. It is also called packing or packed fill. 

The natural draft cooling towers are taller than mechanical draft cooling towers. The tall 

structure they have allows the heated air to rise without disruption due to the lower density of 
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air inside the tower. (Kröger D. G., 2004) Not having any fan, they consume less energy than 

mechanical draft cooling towers. Natural draft cooling towers do not provide the 

compactness, flexibility and efficiency that is required in this work. They will not be 

investigated. 

 

 

Figure 7 - Natural draft cooling tower (SPX Cooling Technologies, 2009) 

7.4 Mechanical Draft Cooling Towers 
Mechanical draft cooling towers use fans to increase the air flow. That increases the cooling 

capacity of the tower and allows for a better regulation of the capacity. The fan can be 

positioned at the top of the tower; in this case it is called induced draft. In the case the fan is 

placed on the flank of the tower, close to the bottom; the cooling tower is called forced draft. 

Mechanical draft cooling towers have a higher performance compared to the natural draft type 

but due to the usage of fans and motors, they require more energy input and are subject to 

more maintenance. (SPX Cooling Technologies, 2009) 

7.4.1 Induced Draft 

Placing the fan at the top gives a larger area to use while sizing. The fans that are usually used 

are axial. The fan rejects the hot air high enough avoiding recirculation of the already highly 

hot and humid air. Recirculation of the hot and humid air would decrease the efficiency of the 

cooling tower. Due to its position the fan is subjected to air with high humidity, which could 

shorten its life time. (SPX Cooling Technologies, 2009) 
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Figure 8 - Induced draft cooling tower (SPX Cooling Technologies, 2009) 

7.4.2 Forced Draft 

The fan is located on the side, it pushes dry air into the tower. The highly wet air evacuates at 

the top, it doesn’t pass through the fan. The fan is less exposed to moisture. That will increase 

the life time of the fan. The low position of the fan simplifies maintenance or any replacement 

if needed but it decreases the air rejection speed, which can promote recirculation. (SPX 

Cooling Technologies, 2009) 

 

Figure 9 - Forced draft cooling tower (SPX Cooling Technologies, 2009) 

7.5 Flow characteristics 
The coolant and the hot fluid in cooling towers flow in certain directions. The way the fluids 

flow in relation to each other characterises the cooling tower and influences the efficiency of 

the heat exchange. The air and water in cooling towers flow either in counter flow or 

crossflow. 

7.5.1 Crossflow Towers 
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In a crossflow tower, the water drops downward the fills. The fills are disposed vertically 

along the sides. A crossflow tower can have either one or two fills; when it has a fill on just 

one side, it is called single-cross flow type. In the case it has fills on two sides (opposite), it is 

called double-cross flow type. The air flows horizontally through the fills. (Halasz, 1999) 

Depending on how many fill banks, i.e. inlets, the tower has, it can be classified as single- or 

double-flow. Crossflow towers can be used when the height is limited, they allow a large 

transfer area; but as they are compact, the maintenance is difficult. (SPX Cooling 

Technologies, 2009) Crossflow towers are of induced draft type. 

 

Figure 10 – Double-flow crossflow cooling tower (SPX Cooling Technologies, 2009) 

7.5.2 Counter Flow Towers 

In counter flow towers, the air stream flows upwards, in opposition of the water flow. (Halasz, 

1999) The water is sprayed at a given height. If fill banks are used, which is often the case, 

they are set horizontally (see Figure 8 and Figure 9). The counter flow towers use more fan 

power than the crossflow towers. They normally have generous air intake areas. (SPX 

Cooling Technologies, 2009) 

7.6 Fills 
In wet cooling towers, the fill is “the single most important component”. (SPX Cooling 

Technologies, 2009) Fills are utilised to increase the maximum contact surface between the 

water and the air and the maximum contact time in wet cooling towers; at the same time, the 

air flow should not be restricted. (SPX Cooling Technologies, 2009) A larger transfer surface 

augments the performance of the cooling tower. There are two common types of fills – 

splash-type (see Figure 11) and film-type (see Figure 12) – that are applied in crossflow and 

counter-flow configurations. (SPX Cooling Technologies, 2009) 

7.6.1 Splash type fill 

The flowing water hits the fill. That breaks up the water and the vertical progress of the water 

is interrupted increasing the exposure time and contact surface. (SPX Cooling Technologies, 
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2009) As there are several levels of splash bars, it causes the water to cascade repeatedly (see 

Figure 11).  

 

Figure 11 – Splash type fill (Marley, 2006) 

7.6.2 Film type fill 

A film-type fill is made of vertically oriented sheets.  Water spreads over the sheets into a thin 

film. (SPX Cooling Technologies, 2009) That enables a high exposure of the water to the air 

and promotes the heat transfer as the film-type fills have a large contact surface within a given 

packed volume (see Table 1). Low clog film fills in Table 1 are a type of film fills with larger 

spacing between the fill sheets in order to reduce clogging. They are used in wet cooling 

tower where the water circulated contains impurities that accumulate when the water 

evaporates. 

 

Figure 12 - Film fill (Marley, 2006) 
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7.6.3 Comparisons between splash type and film type fills 

Table 1 – Typical comparisons between various fill media (Bureau of Energy Efficiency) 

 

The table above shows that film fills tolerate higher water air ratio (L/G) than the splash and 

low clog film fill. Splash fills have the lowest effective heat exchange area compared to low 

clog film fills and common film fills; this shows that last two types are more effective than the 

splash fill. At the same time, film fills require the lowest fill height, followed by the low clog 

film fill and the splash fill. If there is no clogging, a design with a film fill will be more 

compact a design with splash fill for the same cooling capacity output. It will have an 

approximately five times shorter packed fill. Moreover, the table shows that the pumping head 

requirement for a film fill is lesser than the requirement for a splash fill and low clog fill; that 

results in a lower energy consumption in film fill than splash fill for the same water flow.  

7.7 Advantages and disadvantages of types and 

characteristics of cooling towers 
The choice of a type of cooling tower, of the draft of the induced power and of the 

characteristics are important for the design of the tower. These factors influence the 

dimensions, the weight and the efficiency of the cooling tower. Depending on the goals of the 

design, some type of cooling tower with some features and characteristics are selected. 

Table 2 – Advantages and disadvantages of different cooling tower types (Iffis & Amimeur, 

2017) 

 Advantages Disadvantages 

D
ry

 c
o
o
li

n
g
 t

o
w

er
 

-No material exchange between 

air and the fluid to cool 

-No makeup water 

-Low cooling capacity 

-High air flow 
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W
et

 c
o
o
li

n
g
 t

o
w

er
 

-High cooling capacity 

-Low air flow 

-Contact between air and the 

fluid to cool 

-Bacteria and algae favourable 

environment 

-Makeup water 

In
d
u
ce

d
 d

ra
ft

 - High and medium flow rates 

(100 m3/h or more) 

- Limited number of fans 

- Air rejected at high speed 

(around 10 m/s) reducing 

recirculation 

-Fans are subject to corrosion 

due to the air with high humidity 

- Not easily accessible fans 

F
o
rc

ed
 d

ra
ft

 

-Easy to construct 

-Easier maintenance 

- Low and medium flow rates 

(<500 m3/h) 

- Lower efficiency compared to 

induced draft types due to less 

uniformity in the air repartition 

- Low air speed at the exit, which 

causes recirculation leading to 

higher temperature of water at 

the exit 

C
o
u
n
te

r-
fl

o
w

 - Generous intake areas 

- Low exposition of the water to 

sunlight (retarding growth of 

algae) 

-Taller than crossflow type 

-Require more pump head due to 

height 

- Require more fan power 

 

 

C
ro

ss
fl

o
w

 - Shorter than counter-flow type 

- Less fan power than counter-

flow type 

- No need of a pressure-spray 

distribution system 

- Larger than counter-flow type 

- More maintenance 

- Subject to algae  

 

7.8 Choice of designs 
The surface available for the base of the tower has to be considered. Due to the limiting width 

of the cooling tower, counter-flow type is preferred to crossflow type. Counter-flow types are 

more effective. There is also the need to have a high cooling capacity; induced draft cooling 

towers can handle high flow rates and the air is rejected higher reducing the risk of 

recirculation; therefore, induced draft types are chosen to be investigated. Both dry and wet 

cooling towers are investigated. In the case of wet cooling towers, film fills are preferred due 

to the advantages they offer. Film-type fills fit better when sizing smaller cooling tower with 

high cooling capacity. (see 7.6.3) 
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8 Theory  
8.1 Dry Cooling Towers  
Dry cooling towers are considered as usual heat exchangers where the cooled fluid is 

contained in the packing and the coolant is air. There are several types of heat exchangers 

depending on the how the media flow in relation to each other into the heat exchanger. 

Counter-flow heat exchangers have a higher efficiency and cooling capacity; due to the 

limited available space, counter-flow is preferred in the designs in this thesis.  

The heat transferred from a medium to another in a heat exchanger can be written as: 

𝑸 =  𝑨 ∗ 𝑲 ∗ (𝒕𝒗 – 𝒕𝒌)  (1) 

Where A is the transfer surface area, K the heat transfer coefficient and (𝑡𝑣 – 𝑡𝑘) the 

temperature difference between the fluids. (Alvarez, 2006) In this case, water is the hot fluid 

being cooled by air.  

The heat transfer coefficient includes the convection and radiation heat coefficients of the two 

fluids and the conduction coefficient of the material separating the fluids. (Alvarez, 2006) 

 

Figure 13 - Counter-flow 

 

Figure 14 - counter-flow temperature diagram 

𝒗′ is the temperature difference of the fluids at one end of the heat exchanger and 𝒗′′ the 

temperature difference at the other end. 

The losses to the surrounding are low and can be neglected. The heat given by the hot fluid  

𝑸 =  𝑳 ∗ 𝑪𝒗 ∗ (𝒕𝒗𝟏
− 𝒕𝒗𝟐

)  (2) 
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is equal to the heat gained by the cooling fluid.  

𝑸 = 𝑮 ∗ 𝑪𝒌 ∗ (𝒕𝒌𝟐
− 𝒕𝒌𝟏

)  (3) 

Where 𝐿 is the hot fluid (water) mass flow rate, 𝐺 is the cold fluid (air) mass flow rate, 𝐶𝑣 and 

𝐶𝑘 the heat capacities of the hot, respective cold fluid.  

In common sizing tasks, when the temperatures of the fluids entering the heat exchanger are 

known, the heat capacities, the mass flow rates, the surface area and the heat transfer 

coefficient given, the exit temperatures of the hot fluid and the cold fluid can be derived by 

the following formulas: 

𝒕𝒗𝟐
=

𝟏−
𝑳∗𝑪𝒗
𝑮∗𝑪𝒌

𝒗′

𝒗′′−
𝑳∗𝑪𝒗
𝑮∗𝑪𝒌

∗ (𝒕𝒗𝟏
− 𝒕𝒌𝟏

) + 𝒕𝒌𝟏
  (4) 

𝒕𝒌𝟐
= 𝒕𝒗𝟏

−
𝒗′

𝒗′′ ∗ (𝒕𝒗𝟐
− 𝒕𝒌𝟏

)  (5) 

where 

𝒗′

𝒗′′ = 𝒆
𝑲∗𝑨

𝑳∗𝑪𝒗
∗(𝟏−

𝑳∗𝑪𝒗
𝑮∗𝑪𝒌

)
   (6) 

When the exit temperatures are calculated, the heat exchange rate can be determined using 

equation 2 or equation 3. 

8.2 Wet Cooling Towers  
There are different methods to size wet cooling towers. One of the most used methods in 

cooling tower calculations is the Merkel’s method. (Shah & Tailor, 2015) Merkel’s method is 

approximative; however, it gives good results combined with numerical integration 

procedures compared to experimental values. (Erens, 2010)  

The method consists of an energy balance. When water is sprayed in the tower, a part of it 

evaporates if the air inside the tower is not saturated. There is a mass transfer from the water 

to the air, which increases the relative humidity of the air. At the same time, there is energy 

transfer from the water to the air, which increases the enthalpy of the air. The total amount of 

heat lost by the water is equal to the total rise of the air enthalpy.  

The heat transferred by convection is given by the equation: 

𝑮 ∗ 𝑪𝒂 ∗ 𝒅𝒕𝒂 = 𝑼 ∗ 𝒂 ∗ 𝑨 ∗ 𝒅𝒛 ∗ (𝑻𝒘 − 𝑻𝒂)  (7) 

Where 𝐺 is the air flow rate, 𝐶𝑎 the specific heat of air, 𝒅𝒕𝒂 the air temperature differential, 𝑈 

the convective heat transfer coefficient, 𝑎 the surface area per unit volume, 𝐴 the cross-

section surface, 𝒅𝒛 the change in height, 𝑻𝒘 the water temperature and 𝑻𝒂 the air temperature. 

Merkel assumed that the Lewis number is equal to unity. (Nicolas & Vasel, 1991) Lewis 

number is assumed equal to 1 because of the turbulent air and water regimes. That assumption 

gives: 
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𝑼

𝒌∗𝑪𝒂
= 𝟏 ⟺ 𝑼 = 𝒌 ∗ 𝑪𝒂  (8) 

Replacing equation 7 with the assumption in equation 8 gives 

𝑮 ∗ 𝑪𝒂 ∗ 𝒅𝒕𝒂 = 𝒌 ∗ 𝒂 ∗ 𝑨 ∗ 𝒅𝒛 ∗ 𝑪𝒂 ∗ (𝑻𝒘 − 𝑻𝒂)  (9) 

Where 𝑘 is the mass transfer coefficient 

The heat lost by evaporation is given by equation: 

𝑮 ∗ 𝒓 ∗ 𝒅𝒙 = 𝒌 ∗ 𝒂 ∗ 𝑨 ∗ 𝒅𝒛 ∗ 𝒓 ∗ (𝒙𝒘,𝒔 − 𝒙𝒂) (10) 

Where 𝑟 is the latent heat of vaporisation of water, 𝑥𝑤,𝑠 the humidity at saturation at the water 

temperature, 𝑥𝑎 humidity at air temperature 

The total amount of heat transferred to the air Qa is the sum of equation 9 and equation 10 

𝑸𝒂 = 𝒌 ∗ 𝒂 ∗ 𝑨 ∗ 𝒅𝒛 ∗ (𝑪𝒂 ∗ 𝑻𝒘 − 𝑪𝒂 ∗ 𝑻𝒂 + 𝒓 ∗ 𝒙𝒘,𝒔 − 𝒓 ∗ 𝒙𝒂)   (11) 

Since ℎ𝑎the enthalpy of air can be calculated by 

𝒉𝒂 = 𝑪𝒂 ∗ 𝑻𝒂 + 𝒙𝒂 ∗ 𝒉𝒗  (12) 

And ℎ𝑣 the enthalpy of water vapor is 

𝒉𝒗 = 𝒓 + 𝑪𝒘 ∗ 𝑻𝒂  (13) 

and 

𝐶𝑤 ∗ 𝑇𝑎 ≪ 𝑟 

then 

𝒉𝒗 ≅ 𝒓  (14) 

The equation 14 in 12 gives: 

𝒉𝒂 = 𝑪𝒂 ∗ 𝑻𝒂 + 𝒙𝒂 ∗ 𝒓   (15) 

The enthalpy of saturated air at the water temperature is given by: 

𝒉𝒂,𝒔 = 𝑪𝒂 ∗ 𝑻𝒘 + 𝒓 ∗ 𝒙𝒘,𝒔  (16) 

Equation 11 can be rewritten: 

𝑸𝒂 = 𝒌 ∗ 𝒂 ∗ 𝑨 ∗ 𝒅𝒛 ∗ [ (𝑪𝒂 ∗ 𝑻𝒘 + 𝒓 ∗ 𝒙𝒘,𝒔) − (𝑪𝒂 ∗ 𝑻𝒂 + 𝒓 ∗ 𝒙𝒂)]   (17) 

The equations 15 and 16 in 17 give: 

𝑸𝒂 = 𝒌 ∗ 𝒂 ∗ 𝑨 ∗ 𝒅𝒛 ∗ (𝒉𝒂,𝒔 − 𝒉𝒂)  (18) 

The heat absorbed by the air (𝑄𝑎) is equal to the heat lost by the water (𝑄𝑤). 
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𝑸𝒘 = 𝑳 ∗ 𝑪𝒘 ∗ 𝒅𝒕𝒘  (15) 

Where 𝒅𝒕𝒘 is the water temperature differential 

(19) = (18) ↔  𝐿 ∗ 𝐶𝑤 ∗ 𝑑𝑡𝑤 = 𝑘 ∗ 𝑎 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑑𝑧 ∗ (ℎ𝑎,𝑠 − ℎ𝑎) 

𝑘 ∗ 𝑎 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑑𝑧

𝐿
=

𝐶𝑤 ∗ 𝑑𝑡𝑤

ℎ𝑎,𝑠 − ℎ𝑎
 

∫
𝑘 ∗ 𝑎 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑑𝑧

𝐿

𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡

0

= ∫
𝐶𝑤 ∗ 𝑑𝑡𝑤

ℎ𝑎,𝑠 − ℎ𝑎

𝑇𝑤,𝑖

𝑇𝑤,𝑜

 

𝑘 ∗ 𝑎 ∗ 𝑉

𝐿
= ∫

𝐶𝑤 ∗ 𝑑𝑡𝑤

ℎ𝑎,𝑠 − ℎ𝑎

𝑇𝑤,𝑖

𝑇𝑤,𝑜

 

The Merkel’s integral is:  

𝑘∗𝑎∗𝑉

𝐿
 =  𝐶𝑤 ∫

𝑑𝑡𝑤

ℎ𝑎,𝑠−ℎ𝑎

𝑇𝑤,𝑖

𝑇𝑤,𝑜
   (16) 

The ratio 
𝑘𝑎𝑉

𝐿
 is also called Merkel’s number and 𝑀𝑒. 

Merkel assumed the evaporative loss is negligible. (Kröger & Kloppers, 2005) The loss of 

water causes a change of the water flow rate. That change of the flow rate affects the accuracy 

of the air outlet temperature and its water content. (Erens, 2010) 

The temperature of the air coming out of the tower is irrelevant in this work. Merkel’s method 

is used because of its simplicity. 

The Merkel’s integral is evaluated by numerical integration techniques. The four-point 

Chebyshev integration technique is recommended by the British Standard and the Cooling 

Tower Institute, but any integration technique can be used. (Kröger & Kloppers, 2005) 

Matlab is used to calculate the enthalpies and to evaluate the integral using one of the 

program’s own integration functions. 

8.2.1 Calculation of the packed height 

The Merkel’s number is then used to evaluate the height of the packed fill. There are different 

formulas using some constants that depend on the geometry, the material and that are derived 

experimentaly. (Fraas, 1989) The formula is influenced by several parameters and it is only 

usable for the same parameters. The equation 21 used is designed for splash fills; the 

parameters of this equation are given in appendix C.  

𝑘∗𝑎∗𝑉

𝐿
= 0.07 + 𝐵 ∗ 𝐷 ∗ (

𝐿

𝐺
)

−𝑛

 (17)   (Fraas, 1989) 

𝐷 = (
𝑘∗𝑎∗𝑉

𝐿
− 0.07) ∗ (

𝐿

𝐺
)

−𝑛

∗ 𝐵−1     (18) 
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𝐷 is the number of decks that is necessary to cool the water from the inlet temperature to the 

water outlet temperature. 𝐵 and 𝑛 are constant of the fill; they are given in appendix C. 

The packed height (𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡) is equal to the number of decks times the vertical spacing 

(𝑉𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔) of the deck. The height of the fill depends on the flow rates ratio. A change in flow 

rates without a change in the ratio will not affect the packed height. 

𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 𝐷 ∗ 𝑉𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔  (19) 

𝑉𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 is given in appendix C. 

 

Figure 15 - MC120S Counterflow Film Fill (spxcooling, u.d.) 

8.2.2 Calculation of the floor surface 

The optimal floor surface of the tower is calculated by multiplying the flow rates with the 

maximal flow rates per area. In this work, the cooling towers are designed to be transportable 

by truck. The surface available is not unlimited; the limiting length and width are set by the 

truck capacity and the transportation rules. 

For a given cooling tower, the flow rates are limited by the maximal flow rates per unit area 

times the floor area. Then the floor area is designed with consideration to the maximal flow 

rates within the limits of the available surface. The floor area is equal to the product of the 

highest flow rate allowed and the allowed flow rate per unit area.  

The shape of the fill is of a rectangular parallelepiped.  
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Figure 16 – A parallelepiped  

The area of the base of a rectangular parallelepiped is: 

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 = 𝑏 ∗ 𝑙  (20) 

9 Transport 
Two important parameters to take in to consideration when sizing a transportable object are 

its size and weight. The designed cooling tower has to fit on a truck or a trailer and not be too 

heavy. As explained earlier, the goal of this work is to size a transportable tower and that 

imposes limitations because of the capacity of the transportation vehicle and because of the 

rules. 

In Europe, the maximum allowed length of a vehicle or a combination of vehicles is 25.25 m. 

The truck bed should not exceed 7.82 m and the longest authorised semitrailer is 13.6 m. (The 

Council of the European Union, 1996) 

According to the Swedish regulations, the maximum length without need for special 

authorisation is 30 m. However, it is needed to mark the truck and/or the trailer when the 

length exceeds 24 m. When the width of the vehicle or any part of it is larger than 261 cm and 

less than 310 cm only marking the truck is necessary. When wider, there should be a warning 

car and in some cases an escort.  

𝑙 and 𝑏 are the maximum length and width that the cooling tower should not exceed in order 

to avoid a special authorisation and the need of escort which may increase the expenses and 

slow the transport. Given the information above 𝑙 is 13 m and 𝑏 is 3 m; that gives an available 

area of 39 m2. 

The maximum height without an authorisation in Sweden is 4.5 m. For a height exceeding 4.5 

m, an authorisation could be required. (The Council of the European Union, 1996) 

  

b 

l 

𝑃ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 
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10 Method 
10.1 Dry cooling tower 
10.1.1 Dimensions 

The width of the cooling tower is set to 3 m (maximum width), the length to 13 m (maximum 

length) and the height of the packed fill to 1.5 m. The height of the air intakes and the … of 

the fans must be taken in consideration, that is why the height of the packed fill is limited to 

1.5 m. The floor area is 3 m× 13 m (39 m2).  The volume V of the heat exchanger is given by 

the product of the floor area and the height of the heat exchanger height (39 m2 × 1.5 m). That 

gives a volume of 58.5 m3. 

The volume is used to calculate total heat transfer area A. The total heat transfer area is the 

product of the volume and the surface area per unit volume of the heat exchanger. The 

calculations are done for plate heat exchangers.  

10.1.2 Typical values of plate heat exchanger 

The typical values of overall heat transfer coefficient k are 20-60 W/m2 K. (Spang & Roetzel, 

2010) the surface area per unit volume of such heat exchanger varies between 100 m2/m3 and 

200 m2/m3; these values are used to size the dry cooling towers in this thesis. 

10.1.3 The Matlab code 

The program Matlab is used to make the calculations. Different functions are written in order 

to evaluate the fluids temperatures at the outlet, the heat load and the heat exchanger volume. 

The fluids temperatures at the outlet are estimated using the equation 1 and 2. The function 

mots_temp_ut calculates the outlet temperature for given inlet temperatures, flows rates and 

the specific heats of the fluids, the exchange surface area and the overall heat transfer 

coefficient. 

The function kyl_effekt evaluates the heat load using the temperatures given by 

mots_temps_ut in. 

The functions are combined in different ways in a main file to estimate the heat load, the total 

transfer area, and to study how they are affected by changes in flow rates and overall heat 

transfer coefficient. 
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Figure 17 - Diagram of the wet cooling tower sizing code 

10.1.4 Design parameters 

Table 3 – Design parameters for the dry cooling tower 

Design parameters Water temp. at inlet 

[ºC] 

Air temp. at intlet 

[ºC] 

Heat exchanger max. 

volume [m3] 

Parameters I 80 36,3 58.5 

The parameters given in the table 3 are used in equations 4, 5 and 3 to calculate the heat load. 

The heat transfer coefficient, the surface area, the water flow rate and the air flow rate are set 

each as variable when the other parameter are constant. The results are plotted in figure 20 to 

analyse how the heat load is affected by the change in these parameters. 

The same parameters from the table are used with a constant heat transfer coefficient and a 

constant surface area in calculations where the water flow rate and the air flow rate are 

variables. A 3D-plot shows the result in figure 21. The plot is used to determine ratio 

water/air flow that is adequate for the design. 

10.2 Wet cooling tower 
10.2.1 Backfitting 

In Heat exchangers design of Arthur P. Fraas, the maximum air flow rate per unit area is 2.17 

kg/s×m2 (1600 lb/h×ft2) and the maximum water flow rates per unit area is 2.71 kg/s×m2 

(2000 lb/h×ft2). Those values give large floor surfaces; the book is from 1988. Improvements 

have been done since then in the design of packed fills. Values from the designs given by two 

different companies are used in the calculations; these values are up to date. 

Tw,i   Ta,i   L   G 

Calculate. Tw,o and air 

Ta,o 

Calculate the 

heat load 

Heat load, height and length of the heat exchanger 

Calculate the heat 

exchanger area 

Calculate the heat 

exchanger volume 
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The values that are available in the references are of splash-type fills. Splash-type fills are not 

adapted for small cooling towers due to the relatively big spacing between the splash bars’ 

levels. The fill volume given by those values are too large for a mobile cooling considering 

the heat load. 

As crucial design data misses, a backfitting is done from the designs in appendix A. The 

designs are actual designs of cooling towers done by two different companies. Values from 

the actual designs such as the nominal water flows, the cooling towers’ dimensions are used 

to derive the maximum water flow rates per unit area. The derived value is then used in the 

calculations made in this thesis.  

10.2.2 The water and air flow rates per unit area 

The maximal water flow rate per unit area allows determining the cross-section area needed in 

order not to flood the fill with water. It is an experimental value. In this paper, it is calculated 

by dividing the water flow rate (from the designs in appendix A) by the cross-section surface 

of the fill (from the designs in appendix A).  

The air flow rate per unit area is equal to the air flow rate divided by the cross-section surface 

of the fill. 

Table 4 - Calculated water flow rate per unit area 

 Water flow rate 

[m3/h] 

Floor area [m2] Water flow rate per 

unit area [m3/h×m2] 

Design 1 166 20 8.3 

Design 2 861 30 28 

Design 3 166 6 28 

The values in green are the one that are estimated with backfitting. The water flow rate per 

unit area is set to 28 m3/h×m2 for the calculation executed in the program. 

10.2.3 Calculation of the weight of the cooling towers 

The weight of the cooling tower is calculated using the values given in appendix A. The 

empty weight of the cooling towers is divided by the floor area to estimate an empty weight 

per square meter. The highest of the values is used to calculate the weight of the designed 

cooling tower by multiplying it with the floor area of the designed tower. 

Table 5 – Calculated empty weight per unit area 

 Dimensions 

Width*Length 

[mm*mm] 

Empty weight [kg] Empty weight per 

square meter [kg/m2] 

Design 1 7270*2365 2670 ~155 

Design 2 12910 * 2388 8206 ~266 

Design 3 2900 * 2440 1115 ~158 
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10.2.4 The packed height of film fills 

The fill constants that are used in the calculation of the height are constants of splash-types. 

Film fills have a much shorter required fill height compared to splash fills (see Table 1). In a 

study of Bureau of Energy Efficiency, a comparison of the required height of cross flow 

splash fill, counter-flow splash fill and counter-flow film fill is done (see Table 6). The height 

of the splash fill is up to 3.5 times bigger than the film fill height for the same weather 

conditions, heat load, water flow, and water temperatures at the inlet and the outlet. Thus, the 

height of the film fill is evaluated as the third of the height of the splash in this thesis. 

Table 6 - Typical comparison of cross flow splash fill, counter flow tower with film fill and 

splash fill 

 

10.2.5 The Matlab code 

The Matlab code is given in appendix D. In the first step, the coded function Merkel_function 

calculates the Merkel number when the water temperature at the inlet, at the outlet, the air wet 

bulb temperature and the flow rates ratio are given. The function Merkel_function uses the 

Matlab function “trapz” to derive the Merkel’s integral (see equation 11). 

In the second, the function Packed_height calculates the depth of the fill using data of the fill 

(see Appendix C) and the Merkel’s number calculated in the previous step. 

The floor area is calculated using the function floor_dim_m3. That function uses the water 

flow rate and the flow rates ratio. The flow rates per unit area are constants defined in the 

function. They are used to derive the cross-section area. The area that is given is the biggest 

area among the area needed for the given water flow rate and the area needed for the 

corresponding air flow rate (G = L/ratio). The function floor_dim_3m returns the floor area, 

the air flow rate ratio and the length of the fill as the width is fixed to 3m. 

The heat load is the product of the water temperatures difference, the water flow rate and the 

specific heat capacity of water. 
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Figure 18 - Diagram of the wet cooling tower sizing code when the floor area is maximum 
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Figure 19 – Diagram of the wet cooling tower sizing code when the flow is the primary sizing 

parameter 

10.2.6 Validation 

The code was validated with values from the study conducted by Parin Shah. (Shah & Tailor, 

2015)  The values are close to each other. The Merkel number of the cooling tower in Shah is 

2.24 for a temperature of the water at the inlet of 50 ºC, 30 ºC at the outlet and a wet bulb 

temperature of 25 ºC. The calculation with the Matlab code gives a Merkel number of 2.27. 

10.2.7 Design parameters 

The wet cooling towers are sized utilizing different design parameters. The design parameters 

are showed on the following table.  

Table 7 - Design parameters 

Design parameters Water temp. at inlet 

[ºC] 

Water temp. at outlet 

[ºC] 

Wet bulb temp. [ºC] 

Parameters I 70 40 18 

Parameters II 50 35 18 
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11 Results 
11.1 Dry cooling tower 

 

Figure 20: Analysis of the influence of different parameters on the heat load 

The figure shows four different plots of heat exchange rate as function of four different 

parameters. In each case, one parameter varies and the remaining are kept constant. 

In the first plot, the cooling capacity of the a heat exchanger is plotted for various values of 

the heat transfer coefficient. The curve is not linear; there is no direct proportionality between 

the heat load and the heat transfer coefficient, however an increase of the heat transfer 

coefficient leads to an increase of the cooling capacity. 

The second plot on the top right corner shows how the cooling capacity increases when the 

exchange surface area increases. The curve is almost linear; and when the exchange surface 

area augments with a factor, the cooling capacity augments with almost the same factor. 
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The two last plots represent the cooling capacity as a function of the water flow rate (on the 

left) and as a function of the air flow rate (on the right). The curves have logarithmic shapes; 

the values of the cooling capaciticy rises fast, then the increase slows down and as the flow 

rate grows larger and larger increase of the cooling capacity becomes smaller and smaller. 

 

Figure 21: Plot of the heat removal as function of air flow rate and water flow rate 

The figure shows that for a fixed value of the water flow rate, there is a value of the air flow 

rate when reached, any increase in the air flow rate will just lead to a small increase of the 

capacity of the heat exchanger if the heat transfer coefficient is kept constant. The same goes 

for a fixed value of the air flow and constant heat transfer coefficient when the water flow is 

variated. A ratio water/air flow rate of 1.5 is good enough for a well-functioning cooling 

tower. 

As the volume is 58.5 m3 and the surface per unit area varies from 100 m2/m3 to 200 m2/m3, 

the exchange surface area is 5850 to 11700 m2. 

The water inlet temperature is fixed at 80 ºC and the air inlet temperature is 36.3, which is the 

worst case (the maximum temperature from the extreme temperatures data). 

The water flow rate is 50 kg/s and the air flow rate is 75 kg/s. 
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Figure 22: Plot of the heat removal as function of the heat transfer coefficient and the surface 

area 

The figure is a plot of the cooling capacity as a function of the heat transfer coefficient and 

the surface area. 

The surface is almost flat for high values of the heat transfer coefficient and surface area. On 

that part of the plot a change in one of the parameters does not considerably affect the cooling 

capacity but the volume and the expenses. 

For a dry cooling tower that has a surface area per unit volume of 200 m2/m3 and a heat 

transfer of coefficient of 60 W/m2 K, the cooling capacity is 3.35 MW when the water flow 

rate is 50 kg/s and the air flow rate is 75 kg/s. 
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11.2 Wet cooling tower 
11.2.1 Floor area at maximum 

The floor area is considered the limiting factor and set to maximum possible which in this 

case 39 m2. The fill height, the water flow and the heat load are calculated. 

Table 8 - Cooling towers size when the maximum area is used 

 Design 

parameters 

Flow rates 

ratio 

[unitless] 

Fill height 

[m] 

Water flow 

rate [l/s] 

Heat load 

[MW] 

Tower 1 I 2 0.9 303 38 

Tower 2 II 1.3 1.3 303 25 

The first parameter designs give a cooling tower with a cooling capacity of 38 MW. The 

tower is 13 m long and 3 m wide. The water temperature at the inlet is 70 ºC and 40 ºC at the 

outlet. The water flow rate is 303 l/s. The second parameter designs give a cooling tower 

which has cooling capacity of 25 MW. 

11.2.2 Maximum water flow to 100 l/s 

The water flow is considered as limiting factor and set to 100 l/s. The fill height, the floor area 

and the heat load are calculated. 

Table 9 - Cooling towers for L =100 l/s 

 Design 

parameters 

Flow rates 

ratio 

[unitless] 

Fill height 

[m] 

Tower length 

[m] 

Heat load 

[MW] 

Tower 3 I 2 0.9 4.3 12.5 

Tower 4 II 1.3 1.3 4.3 8.4 

 

11.2.3 Maximum water flow to 50 l/s 

The water flow is considered as limiting factor and set to 50 l/s. The fill height, the floor area 

and the heat load are calculated. 

Table 10 - Cooling towers for L = 50 l/s 

 Design 

parameters 

Flow rates 

ratio 

[unitless] 

Fill height 

[m] 

Tower length 

[m] 

Heat load 

[MW] 

Tower 5 I 2 0.9 2.1 6.3 

Tower 6 II 1.3 1.3 2.1 4.1 
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12 Discussion 
The designed dry cooling tower has a cooling capacity of about 3.35 MW when the available 

floor surface is used at its maximum. The decay heat of F3 is about 30 MW 4 hours after 

stopping the reactor. It is about 21 MW after 24 hours and about 17 MW after 50 hours. 

Several cooling towers of this design are needed to only cover the decay heat of F3. In the 

case the system is to be used 24 hours after the reactor stops, six units are required. 

The designed wet cooling towers which have the highest cooling capacity are shown in Table 

8; that is when the available area is used at its maximum. The cooling capacities of the towers 

are about 38 MW (parameters I) and about 25 MW (parameters II); the cooling capacities 

cover at least the totality of the decay heat of F3 12 hours after the reactor being stopped. In 

these two cases, the required water flow rate is large; the pump is consequently big. As the 

towers must be easily transportable, the water flow rate should be reduced so that smaller 

pumps suffice in case the transportation is compromised. 

It is possible to lower the needed water flow rate indirectly. The volume of the fill is inversely 

proportional to the mass transfer coefficient and the surface area per unit volume. When a 

packed fill with a higher mass transfer is used, the evaporation is higher, and less volume is 

needed. Then, the volume could be kept constant and the flow reduced. However, attention 

should be paid to such changes. The mass transfer coefficient depends on many factors; 

among those factors, there are the geometry of the packed fill and the flow rates ratio. The 

geometry of the packed fill sets the limits of the flow rates. The maximum allowed water flow 

rate could decrease, that may lead to a decrease in the cooling capacity. It is hard to predict 

how a change in water flow rate would affect the volume as it causes flow rate ratio changes 

which leads to a variation of the mass transfer coefficient or how a change in mass transfer 

coefficient would affect the system. 

The designed dry cooling towers are larger than the designed wet cooling tower. In fact, the 

heat transfer in dry cooling tower is not as high as in wet cooling tower. In dry cooling 

towers, high inlet temperatures can be allowed. In wet cooling towers, the packed fill material 

sets the limit to the inlet temperature. Packed fills with material that can sustain high inlet 

water temperature (70 ºC) are expensive, which increases the cost of the tower. At the same 

time, that increases the cooling capacity of the tower and allows reducing the volume of the 

wet cooling tower. 

The water and air distributions are not taken into consideration in this thesis because of the 

lack of data and the complexity of the calculations. However, it is important to note that a bad 

distribution forces the air to flow in a path where less energy is needed and the water to 

stream in another. The contact between air and water is reduced causing a reduction of the 

cooling capacity. A large floor area can cause distribution issues and decrease the efficiency 

of the cooling tower; to avoid this problem, it is recommended to have several small cooling 

towers instead of one big tower. 

There is the necessity of electricity to drive the cooling towers. The electric power needed is a 

function of the pumps and fans that are used. 
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The cooling tower can be connected to the system in two different ways, directly or indirectly 

(through a heat exchanger). In the case the system with a wet cooling tower is implemented, 

how the connections are made is important. Wet cooling towers lose water through 

evaporation. If the cooling tower is directly connected to the cooling system of Forsmark, i.e 

the water from Forsmark cooling system is pumped to and circulates through the cooling 

tower, then the evaporation loss can be neglected because of the large quantity of water 

available in the system. But if the cooling tower is connected to the system through a heat 

exchanger, then the evaporation loss must be compensated in order not to run out of water on 

the cooling tower side. 

The size of the towers is taken accordingly to the available surface. The designed towers have 

dimensions that do not exceed the maximal allowed dimensions. The weight of a tower 

depends on the dimensions of the tower and the materials that are used to build it. The body of 

the tower is usually made of steel and the packed fill is made of polymers.  
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13 Conclusion 
The cooling capacity of different sizes and types of cooling towers have been evaluated. The 

wet cooling towers have higher cooling capacities than those of the dry cooling towers and 

they are recommended as the focus is on the cooling capacity. In order to cover a significant 

part of the heat load, it is recommended to exploit the available surface area on the truck to its 

maximum considering that the weight of the cooling tower is not problematic and can be 

loaded on a truck. 

Lower air intake temperatures have not been investigated. It is important to recall that low air 

temperatures affect negatively wet cooling towers as air with lower wet bulb temperature 

saturates faster, leading to less evaporation. But dry cooling towers are affected in the 

opposite way, lower air temperature at the intake leads to better performances. 

More type of fills could have been investigated but due to the lack of data, that has not been 

done. Data on the packed fills constants and coefficients are not accessible to third part 

because the data is treated as private by the companies. It would be interesting to use more 

actual values. The cooling tower fill are getting more compact and lighter due to the use of 

new material in their construction.  The designs of the contacted companies are indeed smaller 

that the cooling designed in this thesis. 

Further studies could be done to see how much the temperature variation during the year 

influence the performance of the cooling towers at Forsmark. In this study, some 

characteristic values are assumed because of the lack of data and some calculated through 

backfitting; if the experimental characteristic values are accessible in the future, the 

calculations could be redone. 
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15 Appendices 
15.1 Appendix A 
Designs from 2 companies  

Characteristics Design 1 Design 2 Design 3 

Water temperature in 50 40 70 

water temperature out 24 31 40 

Design wet bulb 18 21.30 18 

Water flow in 46.3 l/s 239.23 l/s 46 l/s 

Evaporation losses 1.6 m^3/h 11.16 m^3 / h  1.4 m^3 / h 

Air flow 54.4 m^3/s 108 m^3/s 18.3 m^3/s 

Dimensions (L*B*H) 7270*2365*3830 12910 * 2388 * 4134 2900 * 2440 * 3650 

Weight empty 2 670 kg 8 206 kg 1 165 kg 

Weight working 9 156 kg 11 757 kg 3 865 kg 

Cooling capacity 5 MW 9 MW 5.7 MW 

Number of fans 2 3 1 

L/G 0.69 1.81 2.05 
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15.2 Appendix B 
Temperature and precipitation extrema 

Duration Recurrence (year) 

1 000 000 

Absolute 

max 

36,3 

[35,7;36,9] 

Maximum temperatures for different recurrences and durations at Forsmark with 95 % 

confidence interval using the GEV distribution 

 

Duration Recurrence (year) 

1 000 000 

Absolute 

max 

-34,7 

[-35,6; -33,9] 

*Those values should logically lie between the 24 h and 10 days values. The given values 

deviate from that interval because of the different methods of calculation for the different 

durations. 

Minimum temperatures for different recurrences and durations at Forsmark with 95 % 

confidence interval using the GEV distribution 

 

Duration Recurrence (year) 

1 000 000 

24 h 219 

[211;226] 

 

Maximum precipitations for different recurrences and durations at Forsmark with 95 % 

confidence interval using the GEV distribution 

Design parameter 

The maximum and minimum temperatures chosen to design the cooling system for are 36.3 C 

and -34.7 C and a maximal precipitation of 219 mm. 
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15.3 Appendix C 
Fill B n Vertical spacing [inch] 

Type 1 0.06 0.62 9 

Type 2 0.07 0.62 12 

Type 3 0.092 0.60 15 

Type 4 0.119 0.58 24 

Type 5 0.110 0.46 24 

Type 6 0.100 0.51 24 

Type 7 0.104 0.57 24 

Type 8 0.127 0.47 24 

Type 9 0.135 0.57 24 

Type 10 0.103 0.54 24 
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15.4 Appendix D 

Matlab code: 

Functions from Xsteam library are used in the code for the design of wet cooling 

towers. 

Dry cooling towers 

%========================================================================== 
% 

% This function calculates the temperatures of the hot and cold fluids at 
% the exit of the heat exchanger  

 

function [t_v_ut, t_k_ut] = mots_temp_ut(AA, kk, m_vv, m_kk, t_v_i, t_k_i, 

c_v, c_k) 
% AA, the transfer surface area [m^2] 
% kk, the heat transfer coefficient [kW/(m^2*K)] 
% m_vv, the flow of the hot fluid [kg/s] 
% m_kk, the flow of the cold fluid [kg/s] 
% t_v_i, the intake temperature of the hot fluid [°C] 
% t_k_i, the intake temperature of the cold fluid [°C] 
% c_v, the hot fluid heat capacity [kJ/(kg*K)] 
% c_k, the cold fluid heat capacity [kJ/(kg*K)] 

  
% Calculating outtake temperature of the hot fluid [°C] 
alpha = exp ( kk*AA/(m_vv*c_v) * (1- (m_vv*c_v)/(m_kk*c_k)) ); 
t_v_ut = (1- (m_vv*c_v)/(m_kk*c_k))/ (alpha - (m_vv*c_v)/(m_kk*c_k)) * 

(t_v_i - t_k_i) + t_k_i; 

  
% Calculating outtake temperature of the cold fluid [°C] 
t_k_ut = t_v_i - alpha*(t_v_ut - t_k_i); 

  
end 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

%========================================================================== 
% 

% Function kyl_effekt_kans_ana (känslighet analys av kyleffekten) 
clear all 

  
% AA, the transfer surface area [m^2] 
% kk, the heat transfer coefficient [kW/(m^2*K)] 
% m_vv, the flow of the hot fluid [kg/s] 
% m_kk, the flow of the cold fluid [kg/s] 
% t_v_i, the intake temperature of the hot fluid [°C] 
% t_k_i, the intake temperature of the cold fluid [°C] 
% c_v, the hot fluid heat capacity [kJ/(kg*K)] 
% c_k, the cold fluid heat capacity [kJ/(kg*K)] 

  

  
A_ctt = 200;  % the transfer surface area when constant [m^2] 
k_ctt = 0.05; % the heat transfer coefficient when constant [kW/(m^2*K)] 

  
k = 0.010:0.001:3.00;  % array for heat transfer coefficients kW/(m^2*K) 
A = 000:1:500;         % array for transfer surface areas [m^2] 
m_v = 0:1:250;         % array for hot fluid flows [kg/s] 
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m_k = 0:1:200;         % array for cold fluid flows [kg/s] 

  
m_v_ctt = 50; % flow of the hot water when constant [kg/s] 
m_k_ctt = 50; % flow of the air when constant [kg/s] 
t_v_i = 80; % the intake temperature of the hot fluid [°C] 
t_k_i = 40; % the intake temperature of the cold fluid [°C] 
c_v = 4.19; % water heat capacity [kJ/(kg*K)] 
c_k = 1.98; % air heat capacity [kJ/(kg*K)] 

  
% Calculating cooling capacities for constant water flow, air flow, 
% transfer surface area and different heat transfer coefficient 
for i=1:length(k) 
[t_v_ut(i), t_k_ut(i)] = mots_temp_ut(A_ctt, k(i), m_v_ctt, m_k_ctt, t_v_i, 

t_k_i, c_v, c_k); 
end 
P_k = m_v_ctt * c_v * (t_v_i - t_v_ut);  %cooling capacity in [kW] 

  
% The values of the outtake temperatures are returned in the array t_v_ut 
% and t_k_ut, when done with the calculations we set to zero to use them 
% again the variables to zero to delete the previous  
t_v_ut = 0; 
t_k_ut = 0; 

  
% Calculating the cooling capacity for constant water flow, air flow, heat  
% transfer coefficient and different transfer surface area values 
for i=1:length(A) 
[t_v_ut(i), t_k_ut(i)] = mots_temp_ut(A(i), k_ctt, m_v_ctt, m_k_ctt, t_v_i, 

t_k_i, c_v, c_k); 
end 
P_A = m_v_ctt * c_v * (t_v_i - t_v_ut);  %cooling capacity in [kW] 

  
t_v_ut = 0; 
t_k_ut = 0; 

  

  
% Calculating the cooling capacity for different water flows and constant 
% air flow, heat transfer coefficient and tranfer surface area 
for i=1:length(m_v) 
[t_v_ut(i), t_k_ut(i)] = mots_temp_ut(A_ctt, k_ctt, m_v(i), m_k_ctt, t_v_i, 

t_k_i, c_v, c_k); 
end 
P_mv = m_v.* c_v .* (t_v_i - t_v_ut);  %cooling capacity in [kW] 

  
t_v_ut = 0; 
t_k_ut = 0; 

  

  
% Calculating cooling capacity for different air flows and constant water 
% flow, heat transfer coefficient and transfer surface area 
for i=1:length(m_k) 
[t_v_ut(i), t_k_ut(i)] = mots_temp_ut(A_ctt, k_ctt, m_v_ctt, m_k(i), t_v_i, 

t_k_i, c_v, c_k); 
end 
P_mk = m_v_ctt * c_v * (t_v_i - t_v_ut);  %cooling capacity in [kW] 

  
subplot(2,2,1); 
plot(k,P_k) 
xlabel('Heat transfer coefficient, k [kW/(m^2*K)]') 
ylabel('Heat load [kW]') 
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title('Heat load as function of k') 
subplot(2,2,2); 
plot(A,P_A) 
xlabel('Surface area, A [m^2]') 
ylabel('Heat load [kW]') 
title('Heat load as function of A') 
subplot(2,2,3); 
plot(m_v,P_mv) 
xlabel('Water flow rate, m_v [kg/s]') 
ylabel('Heat load [kW]') 
title('Heat load as function of m_v ') 
subplot(2,2,4); 
plot(m_k,P_mk) 
xlabel('Air flow rate, m_k [kg/s]') 
ylabel('Heat load [kW]') 
title('Heat load as function of m_k') 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%========================================================================== 
% 

% Main function that evaluates the heat removal as function of air and 

% water flow rates 
clear all 

  
A = 2500;  % transfer surface area [m^2] 
k = 0.07;  % heat transfer coefficient [kW/(m^2*K)]kW/(m^2*K)  
m_v = 1:5:200; % vector of water flow rates in [kg/s] 
m_k = 1:5:200; % vector of air flow rates [kg/s] kg/s 
t_v_i = 70; % the intake temperature of the water [°C] 
t_k_i = 36; % the intake temperature of the air [°C] 
c_v = 1.98; % air heat capacity [kJ/(kg*K)] 
c_k = 4.19; % water heat capacity [kJ/(kg*K)] 

  

% Calculating cooling capacities for different water and air flow rates and 
% constant surface area and heat transfer coefficient 
for j=1:length(m_k) 
for i=1:length(m_v) 
[t_v_ut,t_k_ut]= mots_temp_ut(A, k, m_v(i), m_k(j),t_v_i, t_k_i, c_v, c_k); 
P(j,i)= m_v(i)*c_v*(t_v_i - t_v_ut); %Matrix of the cooling capacities [kW] 
end 
end 

  
% Plot 
surf(m_k,m_v,P,'FaceAlpha',0.3) 
xlabel('Air flow rate [kg/s]') 
ylabel('Water flow rate [kg/s]') 
zlabel('Heat removal [kW]') 
legend('A = 2500 m^2 and k = 70 W/m^2','Location','northeast') 
title('Heat removal as function of air flow rate and water flow rate') 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
%========================================================================== 
% 

% Main function that evaluates the heat removal as function of k and A 
% In this function, the function mots_temps_ut is requested 
clear all 

  
k = 0.015:0.01:0.200; % vector for heat transfer coefficient [kW/(m^2*K)] 
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A = linspace(5838,29250,length(k));% vector for transfer surface area [m^2] 

  
m_v = 50; % the water flow in [kg/s] 
m_k = 75; % the air flow in [kg/s] 
t_v_i = 80; % the intake temperature of the water [°C] 
t_k_i = 25; % the intake temperature of the air [°C] 
c_k = 1.98; % air heat capacity [kJ/(kg*K)] 
c_v = 4.19; % water heat capacity [kJ/(kg*K)] 

  
% Calculating cooling capacities for constant water and air flow rates and 
% different surface area values and heat transfer coefficient values 
for j=1:length(A) 
 for i=1:length(k) 
 [t_v_ut,t_k_ut]=mots_temp_ut(A(j), k(i), m_v, m_k, t_v_i, t_k_i, c_v,c_k); 
 P(j,i) = m_v * c_v*(t_v_i - t_v_ut);%Matrix of the cooling capacities [kW] 
 end 
end 

  
%Plot 
surf(k,A,P,'FaceAlpha',0.3) 
xlabel('Heat transfer coefficient [kW/m^2 K]') 
ylabel('Surface area [m^2]') 
zlabel('Heat removal [kW]') 
title('Heat removal as function of k and A') 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Wet cooling towers 

%========================================================================== 
% 

% The function Merkel_funtion calculates the Merkel number 
% Cw    : water heat transfer coefficient [kJ/(kg*K)] 
% P     : atmospheric pressure [kPa] 
% range : water temperature difference between the inlet and outlet 
% Ha_i  : enthalphy of air at the inlet [kJ/kg] 
% Ha_l(i): enthalphy of air at the local air temperature [kJ/kg] 
% Hs_l(i): enthalpy of saturated air at the local water temperature [kJ/kg] 
% Tw_i  : water temperature at the intake [°C] 
% Tw_o  : water temperature at the outake [°C] 

  
function Me = Merkel_function(Tw_i,Tw_o,Ta_wb,ratio) 
Cw = 4.186; %water heat transfer coefficient 
P = 101.32; %P atm in kPa 

  
range = Tw_i - Tw_o; 

 
% Air enthalpy at 25 C, 94.38 kJ/kg 
% The air at the inlet is assumed to be saturated, Ta_db = Ta_wb 
% The enthalpies are caltulated at different heights, the result is in the 
% vector Ha_l and Hs_l 
Ha_i = h_air2(Ta_wb,Ta_wb); 
    % The loop is used to calculate the air enthalpy at different heights 
    % (different local air temperatures) 
    for i=1:(range+1) 
    Ha_l(i) = Ha_i + ratio*Cw*(i-1); 
    end 

  
    % The loop is used to calculate the saturated air enthalpy at different 
    % heights (different local water temperatures) 
    for i=1:(range+1) 
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    Tw_l = Tw_o + (i-1); 
    Hs_l(i) = h_sat_air (Tw_l,P); 
    end 
% Calculating the Merkel number 
Me = Cw * trapz(1./(Hs_l-Ha_l)); %trapz is used to calculate the integral 
end 

 

 

 

%========================================================================== 
% 

% Water_flow function calculates the water flow that is allowed given the 
% area  
 

function [L] = water_flow(area) 
% Area floor surface area in [m^2] 
% L_p_area_mx maximum allowed water flow rate per square feet, 
% L_max in [m3/h*m2] 
L_p_area_mx = 28; %see table 4 

  
L = L_p_area_mx * area; 
L = L / 3.6; %converting the flow from [m3/h] to [kg/s] 

  
end 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
%========================================================================== 
% 

% The function Packed_height calculates the height of the fill of different 
% splash fill type cooling towers 

 
function [min_height_m, fill_type] = Packed_height(Me,ratio) 
% Fill type =[A n spacing], each fill type is given with these parameters 
% A, n and the spacing are parameters used to calculates the height of the 
% packed fill. A and n are unitless. (see appendix C) 
% Spacing is the vertical spacing of the deck and is given in inch 

  
Fill_1 = [0.06 0.62 9]; 
Fill_2 = [0.07 0.62 9]; 
Fill_3 = [0.092 0.60 15]; 
Fill_4 = [0.119 0.58 15]; 
Fill_5 = [0.110 0.46 24]; 
Fill_6 = [0.100 0.51 24]; 
Fill_7 = [0.104 0.57 24]; 
Fill_8 = [0.127 0.47 24]; 
Fill_9 = [0.135 0.57 24]; 
Fill_10 = [0.103 0.54 24]; %ten different packed fills 

  
% All the packed fills characteristics are stored in the matrix Fill 
Fill = [Fill_1; Fill_2; Fill_3; Fill_4; Fill_5; Fill_6; Fill_7; Fill_8; 

Fill_9; Fill_10]; 

  
% This loop calculates the numbers of decks for the given fill types 
for i=1:10 
A = Fill(i,1); 
n = Fill(i,2); 
spacing = Fill(i,3); 
% kaV/L = 0.07 + A.N.(L/G)^-n  (eq. 19.7, p. 391), with kaV/L as Me 
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% and L/G as flow rate ratio 

  
% N: the number of decks 
N(i) = round( (Me - 0.07) * ratio^n / A ); 
% height_in: the packed height in inch 
height_in (i) = N(i)* spacing; 
end 

  
height_m = height_in * 0.0254;  % converting inch to meter 
% Choosing the minimal height among the different heights calculated  
[min_height_m, fill_type] = min(height_m); 

  
end 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%========================================================================== 
% 

% The function heatload calculates the heat load 

 
function Q = heatload(Tw_i,Tw_o,L) 
% Cw   : water heat transfer coefficient [kJ/(kg*K)] 
% Tw_i : water temperature at the intake [°C] 
% Tw_o : water temperature at the outake [°C] 
% L    : water flow [kg/s] 
% Q    : heat load [kW] 
Cw = 4.186; 
Q = Cw * L * (Tw_i - Tw_o); 
end 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%========================================================================== 
% 

% The function floor_dim_m3 calculates the floor area and the length of the 

% cooling tower 

 
function [length, flr_area_m2] = floor_dim_m3(L, ratio) 

  
% Converting flow from l/s to m3/h 
L = L*3.6; 

  
% Maximum width in m; 
mx_wdth = 3; 

  
% Maximum allowed water flow rate per square feet, L_max [m3/h*m2] 
L_p_area_mx = 28;  %see table 4 

  
flr_area_m2 = L / L_p_area_mx;  %calculates the floor area 
length = flr_area_m2 / mx_wdth; %calculates the lenght of the tower 
end 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%========================================================================== 
% 

% The function h_air2 calculates the enthalpy of air [kJ/(kg*K)] 
% Functions from Xsteam library are used 
% T_db  : dry bulb temperature in [C] 
% T_wb  : wet bulb temperature in [C] 
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function h = h_air2 (T_db,T_wb) 

  
cp = 1.005; %specific heat capacity of air [kJ/(kg*C)] 

  
hg1 = XSteam('hV_T',T_db); %saturated vapour enthalpy @T_db 
hg2 = XSteam('hV_T',T_wb); %saturated vapour enthalpy @T_wb 
hf2 = XSteam('hL_T',T_wb); %saturated liquid enthalpy @T_wb 
w2 = spec_hum_sat(T_wb,101.3); %specific humidity at saturation @T_wb 

  
% Specific humidity @T_wb 
w1 = ( cp *(T_wb - T_db) + w2 * ( hg2 - hf2 )) / ( hg1-hf2); 

  
% Enthalpy of the air @T_db [kJ/(kg*K)] 
h = h_dry_air(T_db) + w1 * h_water_vapor(T_db); 
end 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%========================================================================== 
% 

% The function h_dry_air calculates the enthalpy of dry air @T 
 

function [h] = h_dry_air (T) 
% T     : temperature in [C] 

  
Cp = 1.005; %specific heat capacity of air [kJ/kg*C] 
% The enthalpy of dry air at temperature T [kJ/(kg*K)] 
h = Cp*T; 
end 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

%========================================================================== 
% 

% The function h_water_vapor calculates the enthalpy of water vapor 
 

function [h] = h_water_vapor (T) 
% T in C 
% The enthalpy of water vaport at temperature T [kJ/(kg*K)] 
h = 2500.9 + 1.82*T; 
end 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%========================================================================== 
% 

% The function h_sat_air calculates the enthalpy of saturated air 
 

function h = h_sat_air (T,P) 
% T in C & P in kPa (P_atm = 101.32 kPa)  

  

h_da = h_dry_air(T); %enthalpy of the dry ait 
h_wv = h_water_vapor (T); %enthalpy of the water vapour 
w = spec_hum_sat (T,P); %specific humidity of the saturated air 

  
% Enthalphy of the saturated air, sum of dry air enthalpy and water vapor  
% Enthalpy multiplied by its proportion at saturation 
h = h_da + w * h_wv; 

  
end 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%========================================================================== 
% 

% The function spec_hum_sat calculates the specific humidity of air at a 
% given temperature 
 

function [w] = spec_hum_sat (T,P) 
% Pressure in kPa, Temperature in C 

 
% psat_T is a function from XSteam that gives the pressure at saturation   

% for a given temperature 
Pg = XSteam('psat_T',T) * 100; 

  
% Calculates the specific humidity 
w = 0.622 * Pg / (P - Pg); 
end 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%========================================================================== 
% 
% Calculating the height of the fill and the cooling capacity of the 
% cooling tower when the water flow is unchanged 
% 
% Tw_i  : temperature of the water at the inlet [C] 
% Tw_o  : temperature of the water at the outlet [C] 
% Ta_wb : wetbulb temperature [C] 
% ratio : water-air ratio 
% area  : floor area of the cooling tower [m^2] 
% Me    : Merkel's number 
% L     : water flow [kg/s] 
% Q     : heat load [kW] 
% length: length of the cooling tower 
% height_sb : height of a splash fill [m] 
% height_ff : height of the film fill [m] 
% flr_area_m2: floor area [m^2] 

  
clear all; 

  
Tw_i = 70; 
Tw_o = 40; 
Ta_wb = 18; 
ratio = 2; 
L = 50; 

  
% Calculating the Merkel number 
Me = Merkel_function(Tw_i,Tw_o,Ta_wb,ratio); 

  
% Calculating the height of the packed fill (splash bars) 
[height_sb, fill_type] = Packed_height(Me,ratio); 

  
% Calculating the film fill height (see 10.2.4) 
height_ff = height_sb/3.5; 

  
% Calculating 
[length, flr_area_m2] = floor_dim_m3(L, ratio) 

  
% Calculating the heat load 
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Q = heatload(Tw_i, Tw_o, L); 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%========================================================================== 
% 
% Calculating the height of the fill and the cooling capacity of the 

cooling 
% tower when the floor area is unchanged 
% mx_length : the max. length [m] 
% mx_width  : the max. width [m] 
% Tw_i  : temperature of the water at the inlet [C] 
% Tw_o  : temperature of the water at the outlet [C] 
% Ta_wb : wetbulb temperature [C] 
% ratio : water-air ratio 
% area  : floor area of the cooling tower [m^2] 
% Me    : Merkel's number 
% height_sb : height of a splash fill [m] 
% height_ff : height of the film fill [m] 
% L     : water flow [kg/s] 
% Q     : heat load [kW] 

  
clear all; 

  
mx_lngth = 13; 
mx_wdth = 3; 
area = mx_lngth * mx_wdth; 

  
Tw_i = 50; 
Tw_o = 30; 
Ta_wb = 18; 
ratio = 1.3; 

  
% Calculating the Merkel number 
Me = Merkel_function(Tw_i,Tw_o,Ta_wb,ratio); 

  
% Calculating the height of the packed fill (splash bars) 
[height_sb, fill_type] = Packed_height(Me,ratio); 

  
% Calculating the film fill height (see 10.2.4) 
height_ff = height_sb/3.5; 

  
% Calculating the maximal water flow allowed for the given area 
L = water_flow(area); 

  
% Calculating the heat load 
Q = heatload(Tw_i, Tw_o, L); 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 


